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Karma Grip - 3-axis stabilizer for GoPro Hero5 cameras. Resistant to rain, moisture, splashes. Record stabilized and
smooth movies that will be exceptional when compared to regular shots. Enjoy professional films in cinematic quality
during hiking and biking tours or while having fun with children in the park. The Karma Grip grip allows you to shoot with
your hand and camera mounted on the body from the amazing perspectives only available for GoPro cameras - now
with the function of professional image stabilization. FUNCTIONS + BENEFITS Incredibly smooth videos without
vibrations Enjoy unbelievably stable movies in cinema quality during hiking and biking tours or while playing with
children in the park. Hold in your hand. Put on. Fall in love. The Karma Grip grip allows you to shoot with your hand
and camera mounted on the body from the amazing perspectives only available for GoPro cameras - now with the
function of professional image stabilization. Compatibility with the drone Karma The camera stabilizer can be easily
detached from the Karma Grip and attached to the Karma drone to record stabilized aerial footage. Control the camera
continuously Easy-to-use, built-in camera controls let you turn on and off power continuously, change modes, start and
stop recording or add tags to the best shot. Optional extension cord Use the Karma Grip holder with an optional
extension cord. Attach the stabilizer to the helmet and fasten the holder to the backpack's shoulder. Easy loading +
transfer of film material The GoPro camera and the Karma Grip handle can be charged at the same time, and the film
material can be transferred without the need to disconnect the camera. Extremely long battery life Built-in rechargeable
Karma Grip battery allows you to power the handle and GoPro camera for up to one hour and 45 minutes (when fully
charged). 70% faster charging Charging the Karma Grip holder up to 70% faster by using the optional international
GoPro Supercharger with two ports. Optimized for HERO5 + HERO4 cameras It provides full control over the camera,
its loading and transfer of content in the case of cameras HERO5 Black, HERO5 Session, HERO4 Black and HERO4
Silver (requires adapter for Hero Session / Hero 4). KIT COMPONENTS â€¢ Grip food â€¢ frame for HERO5 Black â€¢ a
ring fastening the Karma drone â€¢ USB-C cable â€¢ leash on the wrist â€¢ fastening strap (note: the Karma Grip case
shown in the pictures below is an accessory available separately!) is not part of the set)
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